Morning headaches in patients with sleep disorders: a systematic polysomnographic study.
Patients with sleep disorders suffer more often from headache after awakening than healthy subjects. However, it still is a matter of controversy whether this applies only to patients with sleep apnea syndrome (SAS) or also to patients with other diagnoses of sleep disorders. We asked all patients in our sleep laboratory about the frequency of past headaches and also ascertained the occurrence of morning headaches after awakening in the sleep laboratory. Polysomnographic recordings from nights before morning headache were compared with nights without following headache. Four hundred and thirty-two patients with sleep disorders (age range 18-86 years, 37% women) and 30 healthy subjects (age range 24-55 years, 27% women) participated in this prospective study. The reported frequency of past headaches and the frequency of morning headache in the sleep laboratory were significantly increased in patients with SAS and other sleep disorders compared with healthy subjects. The occurrence of morning headache in the sleep laboratory was associated polysomnographically with a decrease in total sleep time, sleep efficiency and amount of rapid eye movement sleep and with an increase in the wake-time during the preceding night. We conclude that morning headaches in patients with sleep disorders might be associated with particular disturbances of the preceding night's sleep. We speculate that dysregulation in anatomically identical central regions modulating sleep and nociception might be relevant to morning headache, rather than one particular sleep disorder such as SAS.